








They serve as cultural centers around which disparate elements of society can 

uni命，representing as they do the values, norms, and identity of that culture. At the same 

time, they symbolize the exclusion of those whom that socie句r chooses to reject; they 

define who is “in" and who is “out.”Segregated public libraries in the American South 

exemplified this role. By symbolizing white supremacy and dominance, they also 

symbolized the subordination and suppression of people of color. State and local 

archives that preserved the o伍cial records of white public schools, but not those of 

schools that educated children of color, serve the same五mction of. inclusion and 

exclusion. 

In their role as preservers of cultural heritage, all of these institutions determine 

what will be collected and preserved-and what will not. In doing so, they signal who and 

what has cultural value and importanc�nd who and what does not. Many of those who 

have been excluded or marginalized by larger institutions of the dominant social groups 

establish their own institutions to preserve and transmit their own cultural heritage and 

identi旬， thereby demanding that the larger society acknowledge their existence and 

importance. 

In their role as transmitters and interpreters of cultural heritage, these institutions 

have traditionally told the story of the society that the society has told itself, but 

increasingly today，。）出ey are interpreting their collections in ways that challenge that 

story and encourage society to reevaluate its history and its identity. These new 

interpretations are more inclusive and more diverse, resulting in a broader and deeper 

cultural heritage and identity, while at the same time, they frequently expose the founding 

myths and legends for what they are. Although this new heritage and identity is more 

accurate and truthful, it is also 台equently uncomfortable and even threatening for certain 

segments of society. 

(1）下線部（1）に挙げられている例は、どのような意味において “cultural heritage，， に

合められるのか。 本文に即して100字程度の日本語で説明しなさい。
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